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Single-molecule force measurements for precision biology 
 
 
We invented a new technique for studies of RNA-protein interactions [1,2]. In this PhD project, we 
propose to develop its experimental and theoretical aspects in the interdisciplinary environment of our 
group and within an international network that we established over 2014-2018 in the frame of a 
Human Frontier Research Grant. 
 We use an optical-tweezers based assay as depicted in Fig.1, left. This assay is based on 
overstretching an RNA-DNA hybrid duplex that is tethered between two beads, such that three of the 
four strand ends are attached, while the fourth one is left free. When forces above 60 pN are applied to 
the construct, the free end of the RNA strand peels off, which generates a relaxed stretch of single-
stranded RNA. Increasing the distance between the optical traps (black curve of Fig.1, right) generates 
a relaxed single-strand of increasing length, while reducing it (red curve) results in progressive 
conversion of this strand back into the initial double-stranded configuration. The assay allows us to 
repetitively release RNA and let it fold in the absence or presence of RNA-binding proteins (or drugs). 
It thus provides for the first time a means to mimic in vitro the gradual appearance and folding of 
RNA as it occurs in vivo (where RNA folds co-transcriptionally). The corresponding force signals are 
governed by the sequence of base pairs and can be predicted theoretically. The difference between the 
force signal measured upon peeling (black) and the one measured upon strand re-annealing (red) 
contains information about the structures formed by the peeled RNA strand; formation of a 
particularly stable sub-structure or a protein binding event delays re-annealing and therefore induces a 
force dip. We also envisage combining the approach with fluorescence detection of the proteins. 
The PhD student will participate in highly ambitious experimental and theoretical research and evolve 
within a stimulating interdisciplinary and international research network of proven efficiency. Two of 
our common publications are provided below for further reading [3,4]. 
 

   
FIG.	1:	Left.	Schematic	depiction	of	an	RNA-DNA	construct	undergoing	peeling	in	the	force	measurement	
configuration.	Right.	Force-extension	relation	measured	upon	peeling	(black)	and	re-annealing	(brown).	
	
[1] L. Melkonyan et al, Biophys. J. 117, 509-519 (2019) 
[2] U. Bockelmann, CNRS, European Patent Application 2019 
[3] Geffroy et al, RNA 25, 472-480 (2019) 
[4] Gross et al, Nature Physics 7, 731-736 (2011)  
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FIG. 3: Example of a full cycle of peeling and re-annealing performed on the RNA-DNA hybrid

construct without proteins. (A) Black curve. The displacement increases with a constant velocity

of 10 nm/s. We observe a flat response in the low-force regime followed by a progressive increase

in force around the crystallographic length of the molecular construct. Then we observe a change

in curvature caused by twist-stretch coupling, followed by an overstretching plateau with a force-

signal composed of a succession of sawteeth. At the right hand side of the curve, we observe a

smooth increase after complete peeling; this part describes the elastic response of the ssDNA under

tension. (B) Brown curve. The displacement decreases with constant velocity of 30 nm/s and

the molecular construct is progressivly relaxed. The ssRNA response initially continues down to a

force well below the peeling plateau and then evolves by repeated events of sudden force increase

and progressive force relaxation. Around 35 pN the curve joins the curve measured upon increasing

displacement and closely follows the latter down to zero-force.
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